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Limitations of conventional FTA:
• Impossible to determine MCSs for large fault tree • Time Consuming & costly • Requires a large amount of Experts time input • Impossible to get precise probability data of all basic Events
Steps for FTA:
• System description and choice of boundary Present Work Objectives :
• Graphical Users Interface (GUI) for fault tree modeling • Moduling large fault tree for determining MCSs • Fuzzy approach for the probability analysis of fault tree • Cutsets importance and Fuzzy weighted Index for sensitivity analysis of fault tree • Error robustness of the fuzzy probability approach, along with the conventional probability approach.
Existing FTA tools: CARA fault tree, Relax Reliability Software, Fault tree+ uses conventional approach for the probability and sensitivity analysis of a fault tree. Only PROFAT uses fuzzy approaches for fault tree analysis. 
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A case study
A FTA, based on the proposed methodology, is conducted for an activated carbon filter safeguard (CFS) system. The objectives of the study are to Identify all possible MCSs or common causes of failure Determine fuzzy failure probability of CFS system and the most likely fuzzy value of the top event Determine FWI and the cutsets importance Number of MCSs = 20. Most likely top event probability = 2.954E-04.
Most important cutsets (Cutsets importance calculation):
BE4-BE6 has 58.94% contribution to cause the top event. BE1 has 33.85% contribution to cause the top event.
Basic events improvement (FWI calculation):
The improvement value for BE6 is 28.29. The improvement value for BE6 is 26.19. 
